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http://www.SanitaryColdChain.com

FSMA Food Transportation Manager
Data Documentation and Temperature Monitoring
Installation and Operating Instructions
Thanks for purchasing the Global Tracking Systems driver FSMA Transportation Manager with temperature
monitoring. These instructions will help you to download install and use the free APP for your smart phone
and to efficiently use the simple temperature monitoring tag and data collection system.
The CID Transportation Manager was designed to allow food importers, exporters, shippers, receivers,
carriers and drivers to quickly and accurately describe food safety related events that occur as they occur
and to easily record those events electronically using an Android cellphone or tablet. This paperless low
cost system relieves the drivers and others of having to fill out and handle paperwork and allows the driver,
shipper and receiver to all look at the daily events as they occur on the road. The system provides the
driver and fleet owner with reports for individual food carrying trailers or containers or for fleets of trailers.
By adding the temperature monitoring tag, all internal in-transit trailer or container temperatures will be
automatically collected and uploaded to your private database with almost no work on your part. These
instructions are to help you setup and start your tag and to download, install and use your in-transit record
keeping at time of shipment, during the carry and at the receipt. The system will also allow you to record
any reefer or container problems. All data is automatically time/date/and GPS recorded to provide a
complete history for record keeping, audit or management purposes.
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Critical food safety information such as what the trailer carried, where was it loaded, when was it unloaded,
when was it last washed or sanitized, were temperatures defined and maintained, was the trailer precooled
within customer specifications, what previous loads were carried, who inspected the trailer upon receipt,
what sales order numbers were in the shipment, what were the upper and lower temperature limits and
were they maintained, did the trailer pass inspection, were chemicals used to wash out the trailer and
many other bits of data may be recorded at each stop.
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The name “CID” means container identification. As such, all data recorded by the system is tied to the
unique container number or trailer license plate number. Regardless of when or where the trailer or
container goes, the data is recorded for that unique container ID.

This information is critical to proving that food shipments were maintained as required by customer
requirements and FDA FSMA sanitary transportation rules.
The APP is currently only available for Android phones.
The IPhone version will soon be available.

Follow Your Company’s Procedures
Each company is expected to define their own procedures, train their personnel and specify which data are
to be collected and when the data are to be collected. The CID system is designed to offer companies a
broad range of data recording opportunities for in-transit operations. Some companies may choose to
record sales order numbers at load and unload operations while other companies may choose to exclude
that data collection. Likewise, some companies may choose to test their wash operations using ATP test
swabs in order to validate the effectiveness of the wash operation, while other companies may not choose
to provide such test results.
The CID system provides opportunities to such data, but which data are to be collected is at the discretion
of each company.
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III.

Entering Data in the FDA FSMA Sanitary Transportation
Data Collection Forms:
Carrier (Wash), Shipper (Load), Receiver (Unload)
And Maintenance (Reefer or Container)
Please follow these startup steps:
1. On your smart phone, make sure you turn on your Bluetooth and WiFi functions.
2. Download and install the CID App from this link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ble.luke.cid
Click “Open”
The CID App from Global Tracking Systems should automatically install on your phone after you
accept all requirements.

http://www.gtsllc.co
3. Once the App is installed, enter the Account number (your email address) and password you
received when you registered. You must use your mouse to select “CID Tag Mode” (if you have
received a temperature monitoring tag) or “CID Form Mode (if you chose the option to record intransit record keeping without a temperature monitoring tag).
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4. Click on the “Login” button.

5. On the screen that says “Please set your container id, press the blue “Settings” link.

6. Enter your trailer license number or any number used to identify your trailer or container. This
number is used to store all of your data related to the identification of that specific food carrying
container (trailer or shipping container).
7. Click “SAVE SETTING”. When asked to “confirm”, make sure the number you entered is correct and
press “OK”. Click “CONFIRM” when asked to save the configuration.
8. The next screen asks you to show details or shut down. At startup, you have entered no details, so
press the “CID” button at the bottom of the screen.
9. You should now be at the main data entry screen shown below. Four functions are shown:
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a. “Wash/Sanitize” is to be used when having your trailer interior washed.
b. “Shipper Inspect/Load” allows you to enter information when your trailer or container is being
loaded at the shipper.
c. ”Receiver” is to be used when the receiver is unloading product from the trailer.
d. “Reefer Fail/Maintenance” allows you to enter data related to reefer failures or when the trailer
or container needs maintenance.

Note: Any time you enter data on any of the data entry screens, the time, date and GPS location of the
data entry are also recorded. This time/date/GPS stamp provides a complete record of your
documentation.
As an example, if you are having your trailer interior washed, you would click the “Wash/Sanitize” button
and a new screen would open as partially shown below. The picture shows that the time/date and location
were recorded but no wash was required.
10. Data entry and changes are made by using the tip of your finger to simply touch the circle near each
item or by using your keypad and typing in information such as your initials (driver acceptance) or
the initials of the loader or receiver.
Each of the forms work basically in the same way. Choose the “View” buttons to familiarize
yourself with the type of data that goes into each form.

Note: See Appendix A for All Data Entry Details
11. When Your Trailer is Being Washed
On this form, if you touch the CID button, you may enter Wash/Sanitation, Shipper Inspect/Load,
“Receiver” and “Reefer Fail/Maintenance” indications that include “Edit” and “View”. By pushing
the “Edit” button on the Wash/Sanitation” link, you will be taken to a screen that allows you to
enter information relating to a wash and sanitation operation. This button is to be used when you
have your trailer or container interior washed out.
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When your trailer is being washed, push the “Edit” button under the “”Wash/Sanitation (Carrier)”
text. Use your finger and phone keypad to enter either your initials or the loader’s initials. Click all
items that apply to your current washout.

Note: Remember that the location of the wash and the time and date are
automatically being recorded.
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12. When finished, press the “Submit” button at the bottom the screen. The Submit button is pressed
anytime you are done entering data on any screen.
13. When the trailer is loaded, click the “edit” button under the Shipper Inspect/Load text to enter all
relevant data. Click “Submit” when done to upload the data. Note that you may enter multiple
sales order (S/O) numbers by entering each one using your keyboard then entering a comma and
entering the next sales order number. Entering sales order numbers is optional, but useful when
customers want to see a record related to each sales order.
14. When the trailer is at the receiver and being unloaded, touch the “Edit” button and enter all
appropriate data. Click “Submit” when done to upload the data.
15. If you have a reefer problem or wish to record a problem with the trailer, press the “Edit” button
under the “Reefer Fail/Maintenance” text and enter the appropriate information using your finger
tip. Click “Submit” when done to upload the data.
16. Once you have completed your data entry on any form, click the “Submit” button and confirm your
submission. If you wish to cancel your data entry, tap the “cancel” button.

17. It is recommended that you do not execute “SHUT DOWN” since “SHUT DOWN” will delete all data.
However, if you do choose to delete all data, click the “Scan” button at the bottom of the form and
then click “SHUT DOWN”.
18. Practice reopening the CID app by finding it in your Applications file and reopening and logging in.
Also practice moving around the different forms so that when your trailer is being loaded, unloaded,
washed or has maintenance problems, you can easily find the correct form and enter data in a few
seconds.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Information about setting up and using your free
Temperature Monitoring Tag (FCC Approved)
Your tag is delivered enclosed in a small box as shown below.

Tag Box Front

Tag Box Rear
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1. Open the box and remove the tag from the plastic bag.
2. Inspect the tag and find your TAG ID number on the back of the tag. Write this number down.
This number is used to match your trailer license plate or ID number to your data base. NOTE:
All form and tag data will be stored in your personal account using this unique (world-wide) Tag
ID number. All reports will be published using this unique ID number.
3. Turning the Tag On:
Notice the Start/Stop button on the front of the tag. If you press the button and hold it for 3
seconds, the CID Indicator Light will begin to flash red. You have just turned the tag on. You should
see the flash every few seconds or so as the tag begins to take temperature readings and store
them.
4. Turning the Tag Off:
Since the tag has an internal battery, you may want to save the battery by turning the tag off after
the day’s work or at the end or a long run. Turning the tag off will cause it to stop collecting
temperature data. To turn the tag off, simply press the Start/Stop button for 3 seconds. The CID
TAG Indicator Light should cease flashing. If the tag continues to flash, try turning it off a second
time or until the red light ceases to flash.

Please follow these startup steps:
5. On your smart phone, make sure you turn on your Bluetooth and WiFi functions.
6. Download and install the CID App from this link:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ble.luke.cid
Click “Open”
The CID App from Global Tracking Systems should automatically install on your phone after you
accept all requirements.

http://www.gtsllc.co
7. Once the App is installed, enter the Account number (your email address) and password you
received when you registered. You must use your mouse to select “CID Tag Mode” (if you have
received a temperature monitoring tag) or “CID Form Mode (if you chose the option to record
in-transit record keeping without a temperature monitoring tag).
8. Click on the “Login” button.
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9. On the screen that says “Please set your container id, press the blue “Settings” link.
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10. Enter your trailer license number or any number used to identify your trailer or container. This
number is used to store all of your data related to the identification of that specific food carrying
container (trailer or shipping container).
11. Click “SAVE SETTING”. When asked to “confirm”, make sure the number you entered is correct
and press “OK”. Click “CONFIRM” when asked to save the configuration.
12. The next screen asks you to show details or shut down. At startup, you have entered no details,
so press the “CID” button at the bottom of the screen.
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13. The tag read time is preset to 900 seconds (15 minutes). It is suggested that you change this
setting to 1800 (30 minutes). A 1800 setting means that your tag will record your trailer or
container temperature every half hour. 1200 tends to save battery life, but you may enter any
number you believe is appropriate for the load you are carrying. For long distance loads, the
setting should be 3600 (one hour) or longer.
14. The tag is preset to record temperatures in F (Fahrenheit). If you choose to record temperatures
in Centigrade, use your finger to touch the “C” (centigrade) circle.
15. You can set the load upper (high) and lower (low) temperature limits specified by the shipper or
receiver. Touch the “High Limit” line with your finger and use your phone keyboard to type in
the upper load limit. Set the “Low Limit” in the same manner.
16. Enter your trailer or container ID number on the “Container ID” line.
17. You may Choose to “Show data in GMT Format” by using your finger to push the circle to the
right. Leaving the setting as it is means that local time zones will be recorded.
18. Tap the “Save Settings” bar to upload all settings to the GTS system.
19. You should receive a message saying “Save the configuration successful”. Push the “Confirm”
link. If you cannot save your settings, close the CID software by hitting the cellphone back arrow
two times and reentering your tag data.
20. You will now see a screen showing that your tag number is selected, the current tag reading and
remaining battery life.
21. Touch the “Get Temperature Data” to see the current tag temperature recording.
22. If you touch the “Show Details” bar, you can look at all tag settings.
23. If you touch the “Shut Down” bar, you will exit the APP.
24. At the bottom of your screen, you will see three touch screen settings: “Scan”, “CID” and
“History”. Pushing the “Scan” button will take you back to the main screen. Pushing the “CID”
button will take you to a screen that gives you access to detailed data input screens that allow
you to enter data during trailer wash, load, unload and in the event that you have a reefer
failure or wish to record problems with the trailer itself.
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25. If you push the “History” button, you will see each temperature recording and the date and time
the temperature was recorded. At the top of the “History” screen, you will see 3 links. By
pushing the “List” button, you will see a list of all temperature recordings. By pushing the
“Chart” button, the temperature recordings are shown on a chart to allow you to identify any
out of limit temperature recordings. The “Map” button shows a recording (GPS) of your route
on a color map.
26. Supplying Temperature Data to Your Receiver Upon Arrival:
a. You may show the receiver your current temperature reading by simply showing your cell
phone screen since the latest temperature recording is shown as the “Current Temperature”.
b. A second option is to click on the “List” link to show the receiver all data collected throughout
the transportation process.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Logging into Your GTS Account to
Review Your Data and Reports
On any computer using any browser go to this link:
http://www.gts-portal.co/CID
1.

Enter your email address (User ID), Password and click the sign In” link.

2. You can do searches once you login to your account. Click “Mission Query”, enter your tag number and start
and stop dates to review your trip data for wash, load, unload or any equipment failures.
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3. Click on “Reports” to look at individual records or at a summary of how many times you passed wash, test,
inspection.
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The table below shows how you can interpret individual pieces of data for sanitation, temperature, load and
unload.
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Appendix A
Container ID (CID) Form Data Entry Details
The CID form allows data entry at four major in-transit operations:
a.
b.
c.
d.

During wash/sanitation/testing of the container or trailer
At the shipping point load operation
At the receiving point unload operation
Any time the reefer breaks down or the container or trailer need or receive maintenance

Note: Whenever data is entered on any of the four forms, the date, time and location of the data entry are
recorded. The route and data entry points are reported on the CID map and can be viewed by clicking on
the “History” link at the bottom of the form.
The CID system collects data and provides a documented history of the following activities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shipper load inspection: Loader and driver approval/multiple sales order numbers for multiple
deliveries
Verifies driver instruction for load requirements, and
Enter initials for driver, loader and unloader load acceptance
Enter required upper/lower temperature limits and verify reefer setting
Precool confirmation by shipper
Record shipment contents for mixed, normal and special handling loads
Receiver verification of sanitation, temperature check and security seals
Trailer/container and fleet sanitation wash, disinfectant and test records (wash temp/psi, chemicals
used)
Security seal and check at load and unload
Container Maintenance Records
Record accident/spill tracking
Previous Load Records are maintained
Security seal verification at shipping and at receipt
Records mixed loads
Route map is recorded and visible to users
Full automated event record keeping, analysis and reporting (single container and fleet level)
Automated data analysis and reports available for single trailers/containers and at the fleet level
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Main CID Data Entry Screen

Each of the 4 data entry screens are part of the overall CID system as shown below. Blow-up screens are included on
following pages.
Data Entry Screen Formats (Confidential)
Automatic entry elements for all screens: GPS (Deg/Min - no sec), CID/SSCC, Date/Time
Date Entry Screen 1

Copyright 2017 by the Sanitary Cold Chain

Please Select Your Function
Wash/Sanitation (Carrier)

When any item on this screen is selected, the system should
automatically load location and date/time data into the data
record as shown on each data entry screen.

Shipper Inspect/Load
Receiver
Reefer Fail/Maintenance

Carrier Maintenance (Wash/Test) Data Entry Screen

Was interior wash required?

If 'Yes"
Was Cold water

or Hot water

Yes
No
(If "No", Stop)

______deg

What water pressure was used in the wash?

______ psi
QUAT
Chlorine
BioSafe
Other

Did the trailer/container pass the first inspection?

Enter the Initials for your Name
Sales Order Number(s) Drop Down

X X X

Yes
No

Is this Unit refrigerated?

Yes
No

Does this shipment require pre-cooling?

Yes
No

Did you verify pre-cooling?

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No
This food is for human consumption?
This food is for animal consumption?

Check any surface sanitation tests that were used?
ATP
STEC
CAPA
None

Yes
Yes

Is the food perishable?

Cancel

Yes
No

Did the trailer/container pass sanitation inspection

Yes
No

Did the trailer/container pass temperature requirement?

Yes
No

What was the temperature upon receipt?

deg C
deg F
Submit

Added "Cancel" and "S ubmit" buttons to all data entry screens.

Yes
No

Yes
No

If yes,
What type of Special Handling?

Halal
Kosher
Other

Did you place the security tag/lock on the container?

Are temperatures recorded in

Yes
No
deg C
deg F

What is the pre-load temperature set at?

1 Door
2 Gaskets
3 Retaining Strips
4 Chute
5 Seal
6 Floor
7 Roof
8 Wall Panel
9 Ducting
10 Rails
11 Drains
12 Cross Members
13 Insulation
14 Electrical Circuitry
15 Lock
16 Other

Submit

Check here if non-Food is included in this shipment
Is Special Handling Required?

Container/Trailer Maintenance/Repair Record

Yes
No

Was this load detained or rejected?
Cancel

Enter the Initials of the person performing maintenance X X X

___________

Was the vehicle involved in a spill or accident?

Produce
Seafood
Dairy
Meat
Poultry
Fish
Frozen
Bulk
Pet
Other

Yes
No

Are temperatures recorded in C or F

X X X

Is the security (lock /tag) correctly in place?

Yes
No

Please check the shipment contents
Did the surface test pass standards?

Enter the initials for your Name

Container/Reefer Maintenance Data Entry Screen
Maintenance Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Maintenance Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)

Unload Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Unload Date/Time (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)

Yes
No
Did the container pass sanitation inspection?

Was the trailer/container re-washed if it failed

Receiver Unload Inspection Data Entry Screen

_____________________

Was the driver instructed on shipper requirements?

used in the washout?

If Hot water, what water temperature was used?

Check any chemical used

Shipper Load Data Entry Screen
A1 Load Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
A2 Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)

Wash Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Wash Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)

_______deg

Take Immediate Action Alarm Codes
10
12
23
24
27
32
35
36
38
44
47
48
60
62
63
66
75
76
77
78
82
90
91
93
97
99
101
102
114

HIGH DISCHARGE PRESSURE (OR TEMP)
SENSOR OR DIGITAL INPUT SHUTDOWN
COOLING CYCLE FAULT
HEATING CYCLE FAULT
VAPOR MOTOR RPM HIGH (CR)
REFRIGERATION CAPACITY LOW
CHECK RUN RELAY CIRCUIT
ELECTRIC MOTOR FAILED TO RUN
ELECTRIC PHASE REVERSED
CHECK FUEL SYSTEM
REMOTE SENSOR SHUTDOWN
CHECK BELTS OR CLUTCH
CHECK BOOST CIRCUIT
AMMETER OUT CALIBRATION
ENGINE OR VAPOR MOTOR STOPPED
LOW ENGINE OIL LEVEL
CONTROLLER RAM FAILURE
CONTROLLER EPROM FAILURE
CONTROLLER EPROM CHECKSUM FAILURE
DATA LOG EPROM FAILURE
HIGH COMPRESSOR TEMP SHUTDOWN
ELECTRIC OVERLOAD
CHECK ELECTRIC READY INPUT
LOW COMPRESSOR SUCTION PRESSURE
FAILED REMOTE RETURN AIR SENSOR
HIGH COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO
CONTROLLING ON EVAP COIL OUTLET TEMP
LOW EVAPORATOR COIL TEMPERATURE
MULTIPLE ALARMS- CAN NOT RUN

What is the upper limit for in-transit temperature? _______deg
What is the lower limit for in-transit temperature?

_______deg

Cancel

Submit

_____________________________________________
Driver Acceptance
Driver accepts this load with initials

Cancel

_______________

Submit

Form Details are Shown Below
Form Completion Instructions
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1. Follow your company’s procedures when entering data for each form.
2. Click with your mouse on any circles that apply to your activity (wash, load, unload, breakdown)
3. Use your keyboard to enter information like temperatures, wash spray pressures (psi), your initials or the
initials of the load or unload person.
4. You may enter sales order (s/o) numbers in a sequence by placing a comma after each one.
5. Don’t forget to click on the “Submit” button when you are finished filling out the form.
6. Your form may be slightly different from the forms shown in this Appendix. CID updates its forms on an “as
needed” basis.

Carrier Maintenance (Wash/Test) Data Entry Screen
Wash Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Wash Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)
Was interior wash required?

If 'Yes"
Was Cold water

or Hot water

Yes
No
(If "No", Stop)
used in the washout?

If Hot water, what water temperature was used?

______deg

What water pressure was used in the wash?

______ psi

Check any chemical used

QUAT
Chlorine
BioSafe
Other

Did the trailer/container pass the first inspection?

Was the trailer/container re-washed if it failed

Yes
No
Yes
No

Check any surface sanitation tests that were used?
ATP
STEC
CAPA
None
Did the surface test pass standards?

Yes
No

Are temperatures recorded in C or F

deg C
deg F

Cancel

Submit
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Added "Cancel" and "Submit" buttons to all data entry screens.

Shipper Load Data Entry Screen
A1 Load Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
A2 Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)
Enter the Initials for your Name
Sales Order Number(s) (Commas)

X X X
_____________________

Was the driver instructed on shipper requirements?

Yes
No

Is this Unit refrigerated?

Yes
No

Does this shipment require pre-cooling?

Yes
No

Did you verify pre-cooling?

Yes
No

Did the container pass sanitation inspection?

Yes
No

This food is for human consumption?
This food is for animal consumption?

Yes
Yes

Is the food perishable?

Yes
No

Please check the shipment contents

Produce
Seafood
Dairy
Meat
Poultry
Fish
Frozen
Bulk
Pet
Other

Check here if non-Food is included in this shipment
Is Special Handling Required?

Yes
No

If yes,
What type of Special Handling?

Halal
Kosher
Other

Did you place the security tag/lock on the container?

Are temperatures recorded in

Yes
No
deg C
deg F

What is the pre-load temperature set at?

_______deg

What is the upper limit for in-transit temperature? _______deg
What is the lower limit for in-transit temperature?

_______deg

_____________________________________________
Driver Acceptance
Driver accepts this load with initials

Submit
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Cancel

_______________

Receiver Unload Inspection Data Entry Screen
Unload Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Unload Date/Time (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Enter the initials for your Name

X X X

Is the security (lock/tag) correctly in place?

Yes
No

Did the trailer/container pass sanitation inspection

Yes
No

Did the trailer/container pass temperature requirement?

Yes
No

What was the temperature upon receipt?

___________

Was the vehicle involved in a spill or accident?

Yes
No

Was this load detained or rejected?

Yes
No
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Submit
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Cancel

Container/Reefer Maintenance Data Entry Screen
Maintenance Location (Deg/Min automatically loaded by system)
Maintenance Date/Time (automatically loaded by system)
Enter the Initials of the person performing maintenance X X X

Container/Trailer Maintenance/Repair Record
1 Door
2 Gaskets
3 Retaining Strips
4 Chute
5 Seal
6 Floor
7 Roof
8 Wall Panel
9 Ducting
10 Rails
11 Drains
12 Cross Members
13 Insulation
14 Electrical Circuitry
15 Lock
16 Other

Take Immediate Action Alarm Codes
10
12
23
24
27
32
35
36
38
44
47
48
60
62
63
66
75
76
77
78
82
90
91
93
97
99
101
102
114

HIGH DISCHARGE PRESSURE (OR TEMP)
SENSOR OR DIGITAL INPUT SHUTDOWN
COOLING CYCLE FAULT
HEATING CYCLE FAULT
VAPOR MOTOR RPM HIGH (CR)
REFRIGERATION CAPACITY LOW
CHECK RUN RELAY CIRCUIT
ELECTRIC MOTOR FAILED TO RUN
ELECTRIC PHASE REVERSED
CHECK FUEL SYSTEM
REMOTE SENSOR SHUTDOWN
CHECK BELTS OR CLUTCH
CHECK BOOST CIRCUIT
AMMETER OUT CALIBRATION
ENGINE OR VAPOR MOTOR STOPPED
LOW ENGINE OIL LEVEL
CONTROLLER RAM FAILURE
CONTROLLER EPROM FAILURE
CONTROLLER EPROM CHECKSUM FAILURE
DATA LOG EPROM FAILURE
HIGH COMPRESSOR TEMP SHUTDOWN
ELECTRIC OVERLOAD
CHECK ELECTRIC READY INPUT
LOW COMPRESSOR SUCTION PRESSURE
FAILED REMOTE RETURN AIR SENSOR
HIGH COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO
CONTROLLING ON EVAP COIL OUTLET TEMP
LOW EVAPORATOR COIL TEMPERATURE
MULTIPLE ALARMS- CAN NOT RUN

Cancel

Submit
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The Food Transportation Manager system was co-designed by
Global Tracking Systems and the Sanitary Cold Chain.
About Global Tracking Systems:
Global Tracking System (GTS) is a supply chain solutions company specializing in the customization of endto-end ILC (identification, location and condition) solutions. Our products and services are proven,
complete and include RFIE (Radio frequency identification) hardware, custom software development and
over all systems and applications integration (including the GPS and cellular technologies). Headquarters in
Taipei with satellite offices in Shanghai and New York City.
About TransCert™ and the Sanitary Cold Chain:
TransCert and the Sanitary Cold Chain provide the food supply chain with the standards, training, technology and
certification support that carriers, shippers and receivers need to safely and successfully establish sanitary and
temperature controlled transportation food safety systems. Headquarters are in Florida with satellite office in
Central California.
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